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SUMMARY

The outlook for the pan-arctic sea ice extent in September 2008, based on June data, indicates a continuation of dramatic sea ice loss. The June Sea Ice Outlook report is based on a synthesis of 17 individual projections, utilizing a range of methods. Projections based on June data are similar to those of the May report, with no indication that a return to historical sea ice extent will occur this year.
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Part 1:

Analysis of a 30 member ensemble of A1B scenario from CCSM3 T42 resolution
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Total ice area is more persistent than extent. Both are highest in mid winter and mid summer.
Part 2: “Perfect Model” Studies with CCSM4

Initialized in year ~2000 of a 20th century run starting May 1, July 1, Sep 1, and Jan 1
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Runs are 2 years long

IC are taken from 20th century run year 2000 with atmosphere perturbed using adjacent days
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Summary

Sea ice month-to-month persistence (decorrelation timescale) of 3-5 months, depending on the reference month.

Interesting sea ice reemergence mechanism seen in CCSM3 large ensemble, though it may be too strong.

- Spring to Fall reemergence is due to SST.
- Summer to Summer is due to thickness.

CCSM4 perfect model studies indicate

Quite good predictability of late summer and Fall sea ice and temperature for initialization in July owing to persistence and reemergence. May offers less good but still significant predictability of late summer and Fall.

most of the memory is carried by the multiyear ice.